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At Backgrounds Online, sharing information on topics that matter to your organization, such as current and upcoming 
laws, hiring practices and turnaround times, is crucial to us. To help us offer unsurpassable service to you, we 
participate in various events, including: 

Service First 

SHRM22   
This month we attended the Society for Human 
Resources Management (SHRM) 2022 conference and 
called booth #2050 our temporary home. It was 
thrilling to connect with current and future clients, chat 
about all things HR and focus on what we can do to 
make the onboarding process easier for everyone 
involved.
 
The SHRM conference features well-known speakers 
and seminars that cover a variety of essential topics 
such as: 

• Employment Law & Regulations 
• Diversity, Equity & Inclusion 
• Global HR 
• Recruitment & Talent Acquisition 
• Technology & Data Analysis 
• And much more 

PBSA  
We are avid participants in all things related to the 
Professional Background Screening Association 
(PBSA). Our team travels to their mid-year legislative 
conference, which highlights federal and state laws, 
as well as their annual conference where industry 
leaders cover a vast array of vital topics. 
 
Backgrounds Online also participates in ongoing 
PBSA meetings where we learn even more about best 
practices, legislation and issues that affect employers 
throughout the United States. We use this to improve 
our policies and create educational resources which 
give you an even more competitive edge. 

We’re Active In Our 
Industry To Better 
Serve You 
The team at Backgrounds Online regularly attend 
conferences, webinars and other events to help us 
continuously provide you with the latest industry 
updates. 



The team at Backgrounds Online can help you customize packages that are ideal for 
applicants, employees, contractors or volunteers. If you have questions or need 

assistance, we are available Monday through Friday from 5am to 6pm PT. 
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HRTech Conference   
We see ourselves as a service-first tech company that offers comprehensive background screening. We’ve built a 
completely proprietary platform in-house which gives us the leverage to customize unique solutions to common HR 
problems without relying on outside software partnerships. Our development team can move swiftly to address our 
clients’ specific needs and meet industry requirements.
 
The annual HR Technology Conference & Exposition is an excellent opportunity for us to connect with fellow tech 
professionals who are building innovative solutions that will enhance the future of Human Resources. This is the 
longest-running HR tech conference and we’re proud to be a part of such an amazing group. 

Why We Attend    
You are the reason we attend these conferences and many others like them. The opportunity to meet HR 
professionals and learn about the challenges they face during their hiring process helps us serve you even better. 

While there, we get to discuss how we can help employers overcome hurdles with court delays, provide real-time 
status updates and offer the absolute best service. We also enjoy hearing from industry experts, legislators and a 
diverse group of professionals who have unique insights about hiring, screening, compliance and other key subjects. 
The incredible feedback we receive helps us grow as a company so we can constantly create an exceptional 
experience for you.

In this increasingly remote world, we love to get out there to network, understand your evolving needs and endlessly 
educate ourselves so we can make your lives easier. As your partner in the screening process, we are only successful 
when we learn and grow together. 

Contact Us  
Have questions about the events were attending? Need help with your background screening process? Contact 
our friendly, experienced team Monday – Friday from 5am to 6pm PT.  


